Twicky-Winkle Goes Recording!
By Natalie Harmsworth (The Wildlife Information Centre)
One sunny autumnal day, Twicky-winkle and Squirrel headed out into the grounds of Vogrie Country Park. Squirrel
was – as everyone knew – obsessed with nuts, but recently that fascination had morphed into a keen interest in
phenology – the study of seasonal changes in plants and animals from year to year. Squirrel wanted to study the
timing of seed set in oak trees, because he was worried about the effects of climate change. Their first step was to
record the location of all the larger Oaks in the park. Squirrel had enlisted Twicky-winkle’s assistance, as he knew he
was knowledgeable about recording (having had lessons from his friend Owl Tawny). They set out, notebook and pen
in paw; map, tape measure and ID book in pocket; and a GPS swinging from Twicky-winkle’s neck. The first tree they
came to was not far from Vogrie House. Twicky-winkle noted down the following details in his notebook:
Who (Recorders): Twicky-winkle and Squirrel Grey
What (Tree species): Quercus robur
Where (Location name): Vogrie Country Park (west of playground)
When (Date): 01/10/2018
Comments: Mature specimen by path, diameter at breast height 3.6 m. Lower branches pruned.
Twicky-winkle then turned on his GPS. Squirrel wanted to be able
to re-find the trees each season, so they needed to record a
precise grid reference for each tree. Unfortunately, Twickywinkle was struggling to pick up enough satellites on the GPS,
even after waiting for a fix for several minutes. Squirrel was
beginning to circle the tree in impatience. Why wasn’t it
working? Just as he was about to give up, Owl landed. He said:
“Canopy blocks out signals from satellites!” Squirrel glanced at
Owl then quickly took the GPS from Twicky-winkle and
scampered to the top of the tree. The signal was much better
there. He was able to get a grid reference accurate to 4 metres!
Squirrel then shouted down the reference to Twicky-winkle, who
wrote it in his notebook. And so they continued all day, recording
every Oak tree in the park…
When they finally finished for the day – tired, but satisfied with
their days work – they headed slowly back to Twicky-winkle’s
home. On the way, they bumped into Shrew Common, he said
“Good day!” then asked what the gadget was around Twickywinkle’s neck. Shrew listened to what Twicky-winkle had to say,
then exclaimed: “Well, that’s OK for you, but I have no time for
recording. I have to eat up to 90% of my own body weight in
food every day just to survive!” Twicky-winkle accepted that
Shrew was indeed an extremely busy little shrew, so he did not
press the point and quickly changed the subject. Rumours were circulating amongst his friends about changes in park
management, so he asked Shrew’s opinion on the plans. Shrew did not know anything about it and squeeked: “But if
the dead tree stumps and dead wood are all cleared away, all the associated invertebrates will go too!” Twicky-winkle
nodded, but said that unless evidence could be provided to those in charge, no-one would take him seriously. Shrew
asked what evidence might be needed and soon found out that recording might just provide the information they
were looking for.
That evening Twicky-winkle set about digitising the records for Squirrel. Twicky-winkle checked the grid references as
he typed them up using the “Grab a grid reference” tool that Owl had recommended. This is what he saw when he
typed in the first one…

Grab a Grid reference tool: https://www.bnhs.co.uk/focuson/grabagridref/html/

Twicky-winkle frowned. He looked at what he had written in his notebook and what he had typed – no error. That’s
odd he thought. Why was the tool reporting an error?
Then he recalled Owl’s teachings: Excepting tetrads, grid references always have an even number of digits. His grid
reference had 7 digits rather than 8. He must have mis-heard Squirrel when he called out the reference. Luckily
Twicky-winkle was no dunce; he had recorded a description of the locality of the tree in his notebook, so even though
his grid reference was useless (or at least unhelpful), he would be able to re-find the tree easily and take a new GPS
reading.
The next day he was wandering along the edge of Alderdean, thinking
about nothing in particular, when his attention was brought into sharp
focus by a plant. It was a plant he had never seen in real life before, only
illustrated in his Great Uncle’s natural history diaries. It was Herb-Paris! The
Latin name for this plant was Paris quadrifolia – quad meaning 4, folia
meaning leaves – an apt name for a plant with 4 oval leaves set in a cross.
Excited by his discovery he made for Owl’s place post-haste. To his
disappointment Owl said: “Yes, yes, yes. Too-true. Been here for years!”
Slightly deflated, but still keen to pass on his sighting, he dropped Daisy an
email. Daisy was the vice-county recorder for plants for his patch. She was
responsible for collating and verifying plant records for ALL of Midlothian
and passed them on to the national scheme and TWIC. Although Twickywinkle had never met her, she always wrote encouraging emails back and
thanked him for his records. As usual, he did not have long to wait for a
reply. She told him that Herb-Paris was thought to be extinct in the vicecounty and this was the first recent record since the 1980s! He was
astounded. She was keen to see it and asked for full record details, which
he duly supplied.
That evening, as he was eating his meal of beetles and blackberries, it occurred to him that one should never assume
something is known. While Owl clearly knew all about the Herb-Paris, he obviously had never submitted a formal
record of it, nor realised its significance. Twicky-winkle had on a number of occasions suspected that Owl’s cupboard
contained more than just food reserves. Once or twice he had even glimpsed its contents and seen piles of papers
and notebooks. No doubt it contained a haul of wildlife records! Records that at any time might be eaten by silverfish or washed away in a flood and lost to the world forever! This made him sad, but he dared not stand up to Owl! It
also taught him another important lesson – that even popular places like Vogrie Park may not be well recorded.
THE END

